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Chemical Engineering Design is one of the best-known and most widely adopted texts available for students of chemical engineering. It
completely covers the standard chemical engineering final year design course, and is widely used as a graduate text. The hallmarks of this
renowned book have always been its scope, practical emphasis and closeness to the curriculum. That it is written by practicing chemical
engineers makes it particularly popular with students who appreciate its relevance and clarity. Building on this position of strength the fifth
edition covers the latest aspects of process design, operations, safety, loss prevention and equipment selection, and much more.
Comprehensive in coverage, exhaustive in detail, and supported by extensive problem sets at the end of each chapter, this is a book that
students will want to keep to hand as they enter their professional life. The leading chemical engineering design text with over 25 years of
established market leadership to back it up; an essential resource for the compulsory design project all chemical engineering students take in
their final year A complete and trusted teaching and learning package: the book offers a broader scope, better curriculum coverage, more
extensive ancillaries and a more student-friendly approach, at a better price, than any of its competitors Endorsed by the Institution of
Chemical Engineers, guaranteeing wide exposure to the academic and professional market in chemical and process engineering.
Comprehensive and practical guide to the selection and design of a wide range of chemical process equipment. Emphasis is placed on realworld process design and performance of equipment. Provides examples of successful applications, with numerous drawings, graphs, and
tables to show the functioning and performance of the equipment. Equipment rating forms and manufacturers' questionnaires are collected to
illustrate the data essential to process design. Includes a chapter on equipment cost and addresses economic concerns. * Practical guide to
the selection and design of a wide range of chemical process equipment. Examples of successful, real-world applications are provided. *
Fully revised and updated with valuable shortcut methods, rules of thumb, and equipment rating forms and manufacturers' questionnaires
have been collected to demonstrate the design process. Many line drawings, graphs, and tables illustrate performance data. * Chapter 19 has
been expanded to cover new information on membrane separation. Approximately 100 worked examples are included. End of chapter
references also are provided.
Introduction to Process Engineering and Design covers basic principles to design alternate systems, develop process diagrams and select
the best alternative to be adopted. Multiple industrial examples provided in the book will enhance the skills of the readers for innovative
designs. Salient Features: • Focuses on process design of chemical plants and equipment • State-of-the-art technique of supercritical
extraction, reactive distillation, short path distillation discussed • Process Flow-charts are provided throughout the book
Coulson and Richardson's Chemical Engineering: Volume 2A: Particulate Systems and Particle Technology, Sixth Edition, has been fully
revised and updated to provide practitioners with an overview of chemical engineering, including clear explanations of theory and thorough
coverage of practical applications, all supported by case studies. A worldwide team of contributors has pooled their experience to revise old
content and add new content. The content has been updated to be more useful to practicing engineers. This complete reference to chemical
engineering will support you throughout your career, as it covers every key chemical engineering topic. Fluid Flow, Heat Transfer and Mass
Transfer has been developed from the series' volume 1, 6th edition. This volume covers the three main transport process of interest to
chemical engineers: momentum transfer (fluid flow), heat transfer and mass transfer and the relationships between them. Particulate Systems
and Particle Technology has been developed from the series' volume 2, 5th edition. This volume covers the properties of particulate systems,
including the character of individual particles and their behavior in fluids. Sedimentation of particles, both singly and at high concentrations,
flow in packed and fluidized beads and filtration are then examined. Separation Processes has been developed from the series' volume 2, 5th
edition. This volume covers distillation and gas absorption, which illustrate applications of the fundamental principles of mass transfer.
Several techniques-adsorption, ion exchange, chromatographic and membrane separations, and process intensification-are described.
Chemical and Biochemical Reactors and Reaction Engineering has been developed from the series' volume 3, 3rd edition. Features fully
revised reference material converted from textbooks Covers foundational to technical topics Features emerging applications, numerical
methods and computational tools
Coulson and Richardson’s Chemical Engineering: Volume 3B: Process Control, Fourth Edition, covers reactor design, flow modeling, and
gas-liquid and gas-solid reactions and reactors. Converted from textbooks into fully revised reference material Content ranges from
foundational through to technical Added emerging applications, numerical methods and computational tools
The publication of the third edition of 'Chemical Engineering Volume 3' marks the completion of the re-orientation of the basic material
contained in the first three volumes of the series. Volume 3 is devoted to reaction engineering (both chemical and biochemical), together with
measurement and process control. This text is designed for students, graduate and postgraduate, of chemical engineering.
"The book provides a practical guide to chemical process design and integration for students and practicing process engineers in industry"--

Chemical Engineering DesignPrinciples, Practice and Economics of Plant and Process DesignElsevier
Chemical Engineering Volume 2 covers the properties of particulate systems, including the character of individual
particles and their behaviour in fluids. Sedimentation of particles, both singly and at high concentrations, flow in packed
and fluidised beads and filtration are then examined. The latter part of the book deals with separation processes, such as
distillation and gas absorption, which illustrate applications of the fundamental principles of mass transfer introduced in
Chemical Engineering Volume 1. In conclusion, several techniques of growing importance - adsorption, ion exchange,
chromatographic and membrane separations, and process intensification - are described. * A logical progression of
chemical engineering concepts, volume 2 builds on fundamental principles contained in Chemical Engineering volume 1
and these volumes are fully cross-referenced * Reflects the growth in complexity and stature of chemical engineering
over the last few years * Supported with further reading at the end of each chapter and graded problems at the end of the
book.
An introduction to the art and practice of design as applied to chemical processes and equipment. It is intended primarily
as a text for chemical engineering students undertaking the design projects that are set as part of undergraduate courses
in chemical engineering in the UK and USA. It has been written to complement the treatment of chemical engineering
fundamentals given in Chemical Engineering volumes 1, 2 and 3. Examples are given in each chapter to illustrate the
design methods presented.
Richardson et al provide the student of chemical engineering with full worked solutions to the problems posed in
Chemical Engineering Volume 2 "Particle Technology and Separation Processes" 5th Edition, and Chemical Engineering
Volume 3 "Chemical and Biochemical Reactors & Process Control" 3rd Edition. Whilst the main volumes contains
illustrative worked examples throughout the text, this book contains answers to the more challenging questions posed at
the end of each chapter of the main texts. These questions are of both a standard and non-standard nature, and so will
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prove to be of interest to both academic staff teaching courses in this area and to the keen student. Chemical engineers
in industry who are looking for a standard solution to a real-life problem will also find the book of considerable interest. *
Contains fully worked solutions to the problems posed in Chemical Engineering Volumes 2 and 3 * Enables the reader to
get the maximum benefit from using Volumes 2 and 3 * An extremely effective method of learning
This comprehensive work shows how to design and develop innovative, optimal and sustainable chemical processes by
applying the principles of process systems engineering, leading to integrated sustainable processes with 'green'
attributes. Generic systematic methods are employed, supported by intensive use of computer simulation as a powerful
tool for mastering the complexity of physical models. New to the second edition are chapters on product design and
batch processes with applications in specialty chemicals, process intensification methods for designing compact
equipment with high energetic efficiency, plantwide control for managing the key factors affecting the plant dynamics and
operation, health, safety and environment issues, as well as sustainability analysis for achieving high environmental
performance. All chapters are completely rewritten or have been revised. This new edition is suitable as teaching material
for Chemical Process and Product Design courses for graduate MSc students, being compatible with academic
requirements world-wide. The inclusion of the newest design methods will be of great value to professional chemical
engineers. Systematic approach to developing innovative and sustainable chemical processes Presents generic
principles of process simulation for analysis, creation and assessment Emphasis on sustainable development for the
future of process industries
A complete overview and considerations in process equipment design Handling and storage of large quantities of
materials is crucial to the chemical engineering of a wide variety of products. Process Equipment Design explores in
great detail the design and construction of the containers – or vessels – required to perform any given task within this
field. The book provides an introduction to the factors that influence the design of vessels and the various types of
vessels, which are typically classified according to their geometry. The text then delves into design and other
considerations for the construction of each type of vessel, providing in the process a complete overview of process
equipment design.
Chemical Engineering Design: SI Edition is one of the best-known and most widely used textbooks available for students
of chemical engineering. The enduring hallmarks of this classic book are its scope and practical emphasis which make it
particularly popular with instructors and students who appreciate its relevance and clarity. This new edition provides
coverage of the latest aspects of process design, operations, safety, loss prevention, equipment selection, and much
more, including updates on plant and equipment costs, regulations and technical standards. Includes new content
covering food, pharmaceutical and biological processes and the unit operations commonly used Features expanded
coverage on the design of reactors Provides updates on plant and equipment costs, regulations and technical standards
Integrates coverage with Honeywell’s UniSim® software for process design and simulation Includes online access to
Engineering’s Cleopatra cost estimating software
A comprehensive overview of industrial crystallization, its theory and practice, including recent advances, real world case
studies, and worked examples.
Chemical Engineering Design is one of the best-known and widely adopted texts available for students of chemical
engineering. It deals with the application of chemical engineering principles to the design of chemical processes and
equipment. Revised throughout, the fourth edition covers the latest aspects of process design, operations, safety, loss
prevention and equipment selection, among others. Comprehensive and detailed, the book is supported by problems and
selected solutions. In addition the book is widely used by professionals as a day-to-day reference. Best selling chemical
engineering text Revised to keep pace with the latest chemical industry changes; designed to see students through from
undergraduate study to professional practice End of chapter exercises and solutions
Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers, third edition retains the characteristics that made this introductory text a
success in prior editions. It is still a book that emphasizes material and energy balances and maintains a practical
orientation throughout. No more math is included than is required to understand the concepts presented. To meet the
demands of today's market, the author has included many problems suitable for solution by computer. Two brand new
chapters are included. The first, on mixing, augments the book's coverage of practical issues encountered in this field.
The second, on computational fluid dynamics (CFD), shows students the connection between hand and computational
fluid dynamics.
Ground-breaking text on chemical product design covering needs, ideas, selection, manufacture.
This 3rd edition provides chemical engineers with process control techniques that are used in practice while offering
detailed mathematical analysis. Numerous examples and simulations are used to illustrate key theoretical concepts. New
exercises are integrated throughout several chapters to reinforce concepts.
This 2nd Edition of Coulson & Richardson's classic Chemical Engineering text provides a complete update and revision
of Volume 6: An Introduction to Design. It provides a revised and updated introduction to the methodology and
procedures for process design and process equipment selection and design for the chemical process and allied
industries. It includes material on flow sheeting, piping and instrumentation, mechanical design of equipment, costing and
project evaluation, safety and loss prevention. The material on safety and loss prevention and environmental protection
has been revised to cover current procedures and legislation. Process integration and the use of heat pumps has been
included in the chapter on energy utilisation. Additional material has been added on heat transfer equipment; agitated
vessels are now covered and the discussion of fired heaters and plate heat exchangers extended. The appendices have
been extended to include a computer program for energy balances, illustrations of equipment specification sheets and
heat exchanger tube layout diagrams. This 2nd Edition will continue to provide undergraduate students of chemical
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engineering, chemical engineers in industry and chemists and mechanical engineers, who have to tackle problems
arising in the process industries, with a valuable text on how a complete process is designed and how it must be fitted
into the environment.
The publication of the third edition of "Chemical Engineering Volume" marks the completion of the re-orientation of the
basic material contained in the first three volumes of the series. Volume 3 is devoted to reaction engineering (both
chemical and biochemical), together with measurement and process control. This text is designed for students, graduate
and postgraduate, of chemical engineering.
Bottom line: For a holistic view of chemical engineering design, this book provides as much, if not more, than any other
book available on the topic. --Extract from Chemical Engineering Resources review. Chemical Engineering Design is one
of the best-known and widely adopted texts available for students of chemical engineering. It deals with the application of
chemical engineering principles to the design of chemical processes and equipment. Revised throughout, this US edition
has been specifically developed for the US market. It covers the latest aspects of process design, operations, safety, loss
prevention and equipment selection, among others. Comprehensive in coverage, exhaustive in detail, it is supported by
extensive problems and a separate solutions manual for adopting tutors and lecturers. In addition, the book is widely
used by professions as a day-to-day reference. Provides students with a text of unmatched relevance for the Senior
Design Course and Introductory Chemical Engineering Courses Teaches commercial engineering tools for simulation
and costing Comprehensive coverage of unit operations, design and economics Strong emphasis on HS&E issues,
codes and standards, including API, ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI standards 108 realistic commercial design
projects from diverse industries
Coulson and Richardson's classic series provides the student with an account of the fundamentals of chemical
engineering and constitutes the definitive work on the subject for academics and practitioners. Each book provides clear
explanations of theory and thorough coverage of practical applications, supported by numerous worked examples and
problems. Thus, the text is designed for students as well as being comprehensive in coverage. Volume 6 is an
introduction to chemical engineering design. This new edition has been fully revised and updated. In addition, the text
has been reset and all diagrams redrawn, resulting in a book which is clearer and easier to use than ever before. This
book will be valuable for, not only undergraduate students, but also to chemical engineers in industry and chemists and
mechanical engineers who have to tackle problems arising in the process industry. Chemical Industry Digest
This new edition follows the original format, which combines a detailed case study - the production of phthalic anhydride with practical advice and comprehensive background information. Guiding the reader through all major aspects of a
chemical engineering design, the text includes both the initial technical and economic feasibility study as well as the
detailed design stages. Each aspect of the design is illustrated with material from an award-winning student design
project. The book embodies the "learning by doing" approach to design. The student is directed to appropriate
information sources and is encouraged to make decisions at each stage of the design process rather than simply
following a design method. Thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, the accompanying text includes developments
in important areas and many new references.
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -- Process flowsheet development -- Utilities and energy efficient design -Process simulation -- Instrumentation and process control -- Materials of construction -- Capital cost estimating -Estimating revenues and production costs -- Economic evaluation of projects -- Safety and loss prevention -- General site
considerations -- Optimization in design -- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection, specification and design -- Design
of pressure vessels -- Design of reactors and mixers -- Separation of fluids -- Separation columns (distillation, absorption
and extraction) -- Specification and design of solids-handling equipment -- Heat transfer equipment -- Transport and
storage of fluids.
This volume collects together the presentations at the Eighth International Conference on Foundations of ComputerAided Process Design, FOCAPD-2014, an event that brings together researchers, educators, and practitioners to identify
new challenges and opportunities for process and product design. The chemical industry is currently entering a new
phase of rapid evolution. The availability of low-cost feedstocks from natural gas is causing renewed investment in basic
chemicals in the OECD, while societal pressures for sustainability and energy security continue to be key drivers in
technology development and product selection. This dynamic environment creates opportunities to launch new products
and processes and to demonstrate new methodologies for innovation, synthesis and design. FOCAPD-2014 fosters
constructive interaction among thought leaders from academia, industry, and government and provides a showcase for
the latest research in product and process design. Focuses exclusively on the fundamentals and applications of
computer-aided design for the process industries. Provides a fully archival and indexed record of the FOCAPD14
conference Aligns the FOCAPD series with the ESCAPE and PSE series
An Applied Guide to Process and Plant Design, 2nd edition, is a guide to process plant design for both students and
professional engineers. The book covers plant layout and the use of spreadsheet programs and key drawings produced
by professional engineers as aids to design; subjects that are usually learned on the job rather than in education. You will
learn how to produce smarter plant design through the use of computer tools, including Excel and AutoCAD, “What If
Analysis, statistical tools, and Visual Basic for more complex problems. The book also includes a wealth of selection
tables, covering the key aspects of professional plant design which engineering students and early-career engineers tend
to find most challenging. Professor Moran draws on over 20 years’ experience in process design to create an essential
foundational book ideal for those who are new to process design, compliant with both professional practice and the
IChemE degree accreditation guidelines. Includes new and expanded content, including illustrative case studies and
practical examples Explains how to deliver a process design that meets both business and safety criteria Covers plant
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layout and the use of spreadsheet programs and key drawings as aids to design Includes a comprehensive set of
selection tables, covering aspects of professional plant design which early-career designers find most challenging
Chemical Process Engineering presents a systematic approach to solving design problems by listing the needed
equations, calculating degrees-of-freedom, developing calculation procedures to generate process specifications- mostly
pressures, temperatures, compositions, and flow rates- and sizing equipment. This illustrative reference/text tabulates
numerous easy-to-follow calculation procedures as well as the relationships needed for sizing commonly used
equipment.
Coulson and Richardson’s Chemical Engineering: Volume 3A: Chemical and Biochemical Reactors and Reaction Engineering,
Fourth Edition, covers reactor design, flow modelling, gas-liquid and gas-solid reactions and reactors. Captures content converted
from textbooks into fully revised reference material Includes content ranging from foundational through technical Features
emerging applications, numerical methods and computational tools
Chemical Engineering Volume 2 covers the properties of particulate systems, including the character of individual particles and
their behaviour in fluids. Sedimentation of particles, both singly and at high concentrations, flow in packed and fluidised beads and
filtration are then examined. The latter part of the book deals with separation processes, such as distillation and gas absorption,
which illustrate applications of the fundamental principles of mass transfer introduced in Chemical Engineering Volume 1. In
conclusion, several techniques of growing importance - adsorption, ion exchange, chromatographic and membrane separations,
and process intensification - are described. A logical progression of chemical engineering concepts, volume 2 builds on
fundamental principles contained in Chemical Engineering volume 1 and these volumes are fully cross-referenced Reflects the
growth in complexity and stature of chemical engineering over the last few years Supported with further reading at the end of each
chapter and graded problems at the end of the book
This concise book is a broad and highly motivational introduction for first-year engineering students to the exciting of field of
chemical engineering. The material in the text is meant to precede the traditional second-year topics. It provides students with, 1)
materials to assist them in deciding whether to major in chemical engineering; and 2) help for future chemical engineering majors
to recognize in later courses the connections between advanced topics and relationships to the whole discipline. This text, or
portions of it, may be useful for the chemical engineering portion of a broader freshman level introduction to engineering course
that examines multiple engineering fields.
This volume in the Coulson and Richardson series in chemical engineering contains full worked solutions to the problems posed in
volume 1. Whilst the main volume contains illustrative worked examples throughout the text, this book contains answers to the
more challenging questions posed at the end of each chapter of the main text. These questions are of both a standard and nonstandard nature, and so will prove to be of interest to both academic staff teaching courses in this area and to the keen student.
Chemical engineers in industry who are looking for a standard solution to a real-life problem will also find the book of considerable
interest. * An invaluable source of information for the student studying the material contained in Chemical Engineering Volume 1 *
A helpful method of learning - answers are explained in full
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